ALFRED NOBEL AND LITERATURE
A few extracts will suffice to give an idea of the style and nature
of his dialogue:
" You have history on your side, Fraulein Duval," Schakomsky
remarked, " but everywhere there must be form, and as men clothe
themselves in accordance with the generally accepted fashion, so
they should regulate their beliefs also."
" If this is a general rule," said Oswald, " belief in free will
should be abolished, and people should be compelled to think in
accordance with a set pattern, both in matters of religion and
otherwise. I acknowledge myself to be of your school, Fraulein
Duval: thought has its natural boundaries drawn by a hand that
needs not human control. We are certainly surrounded by an
eternal riddle; there are mysteries that we can never solve, but
why should we voluntarily extend their boundaries from fear of
the clarity of truth ? But it is to truth that we owe the most
sacred triumphs of civilisation. When we thfaTr of the petty
tyranny of prejudice, we are inevitably brought to the conclusion
that freedom of thought is our sole and true protection against all
the iniquities that kings and priests have perpetrated under the
protection of ignorance and dogma."
" That is to say/' said the poet, " that the Bible is to be openly
exposed to criticism and contempt ? J>
" There is nothing/' answered Oswald, " that is not liable to
misuse and misunderstanding; " but the more we subject the
Bible to criticism, the more will the eternal truths contained in it
stand revealed, and the more will the Bible itself be purged of many
obsolete ideas and absurdities, which are prejudicial to the profound
influence of its better teaching, and are not consonant with our
more magnanimous conception of an eternal creative and directive
power/'
The following is another extract: " You might, however, admit,
Herr Oswald, that if some distorted or misunderstood story of the

